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ON THL BURNfIUG VELOCITY CF1 ATO-vjIZED ELML

V. Ya. Basevich

The burning of atomuized liquid fuel attracts special attention, since it is

one of the m•ost widespread processes in engineering (gas turbines, diesel engines,

various heating devices etc.).

aft the present time a large number of papers on the diffusion burning velocity

of fuel drops is known [1-83. These investigations have led to the formulation of

a basic law for the burnin& velocity of drops, a law wnich essentially reflects the

vaporization of the drops uwder the action of the flame. 1his law is usually pre-

sented as a linear relationship between the square of tne drop diameter D and the

combustion tizs.e rc

D:'- i -- A), )

where D and D are the initial and present drop diameters; and . is the so-calledo

burning-velocity constant.

In the case cf a nunber of hydrocarbons the experimental values obtained for the

constant k are in general agreement. These values, which, as a rule, are obtained

in model experiments, correspond to those idealized co.ditions under which the

experiments were carried outs in the :.ajority of cases this is a single large drop

in stationary air or a model of a drop in the form of a porous body beir6( blown in a
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slow air stream, etc.

such an idealization iz necessary in order to establish tht combustion law, as

well as for an exact deerziineation of k, aud is completeH• justified. Iowever, an

evaluation of tha values of k under a.ore complicated conditions is desirable, partic-

ularly for the burniag of an ensemble of drops of different dimensions in a high

velocit: turbulent flow.

In the present paper, on the basis of a number of ssaumptions, an attempt has

baen made at such an evaluation. F'or comparison, the burning velocities of homo-

Ceneous mixtures have also been measured and compared.

dl ,,i 7 I+!

Ilii'iJ IIl
t o forepump

f7

Fig. i. Lxpurimental apparatus

1) electrical preheater; 2) pipe; 3) jeOt; 4) thermometer;
.5) turbulator; 6) cumbustion chamber; 7) burner; 8) gas
sampler; 9) veysel; 10) thermometer; ii) thermostat;. 12)
manometer; 15) electric uotor; i4) stopcock; 15) electric
timer; 16) calibrated orifice; 17) trap with liquid nitro-
gen; 18) volume meter.

Exe r'mental ivie thod

As follows from ,q. (1), in order tc evaluate the burning-velocity constant,

it is necessar1 to measure the burn-up velocity of the fuel drops. For this purpose

the apparatus presented in Fig. I was eaiuployed. Air from a puzmp, enters through

electrical preheater I iito pipe 2 with an internal diameter of 45 mm and 12 apiertures,

in any one of which centrifusal fuel jet 3 could have been iLnstalled. Interchengeable
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atomizers with a small atomization cone are employed in the jut, as a result of

which the amount of precipitation of fuel on the walls of the pipe remains insignif-

icant. The temperature of the air at the inlet into the combustion chamber is

determined with the aid of mercury thermometer 4. The fuel from the tank enters

under pressure of nitrogen. The pressure is set on a manometer and determines the

fuel flow rate. Combustion chamber 6 of rectangular croz;s section has quartz side

walls in the initial portion.

The open end of the co,.bustion chamber was in contact with the atmosphere. The

slantin6 "two dieansional" flame tongue of atomized fuel was stabilized with the

aid of one of two hydrogen burners 7 on the wall at the inlet into the combustion

chamber, L±-oreover, the following were determined:

1) The CO2t CO, and £2 content in the exhaust combustion products along the

height of the chamber in one particular section located at a certain distance from

the inlet-by gas analysis of samples selected through cooled gas sampler 8;

2) The flow rate of ths fuel and air and the extent of preliminary vaporiza-

tion of the fuel. A special method (parts 9-16) was developed for recordinr the

extent of vaporization.

The essence of this method consists in sampling and evaluating the composition

of the gaseous phase of the fuel-air mixture; the coaposition was analyzed by the

so-called thermodynamic method Lgj;.

3) The local maxture compositions u ahead of the flame front-by measuring, the

awounts of fuel deposited in traps 17, which were cooled with liquid nitrogen, while

a known abuunt of the fuel-air mixture was auctioned off througn volume meter 18;

4) The distribution of the fuel drops according to dimensions in the flow at

the inlet into the combustion chamber-from the ii..prints in the flow on rods coated

with a layer of soot and wagnesium oxide.

5) The trajectories of the drops in the burning zone-from photographs (Fig. 2);
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a A

6__.. . . ..__300 b

Fig. 2. a) photograph of the flame tongue;
b) diagrau of this flame tongue with the
trajectories I-1; I1-II; and III-III
A) section in which analysis of the 6ases

was carried out.

6) The fligat velocity of the crops along three chosen trajectories-by photo-

scanning the flame through a slit or film with a simultaneous time record.

In determining the complete combustion time of homogeneous uixtures rhC the

flame was stabilized b, both hydrogen burners so as to create a "two dimensional"

flame tongue symautrical with respect to the axis; evaluated were: the avorace

gas velocity in the flame tongue v by photoscanning the tracks of luminous magnesium

particles which had beer; previously introduced into the flow through a slit located

on the flow axis; the length of the burning zone 6- from, the composition of

the exhaust gases and by Photographing the zone of luminescence. From which =he

= /v.

Paraffin kerosene with a specific gravity of 0.82 g/cu. anid a boiling range of

140-30000 served as the fuel. Blementsay c(omposition: carbon 85.7% hydrogen 14.0%,

sundry impurities 0.34. In certain experiments with homogeneous mixtures municipal

gas containing up to 75% zoethane was used.
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Exper ment al Results

1. Burning-Velocity Constant of the Drops

In the determination of the velocity constant k, firstly, L%. (i) was assumed

to be valid and, secoidly, the mass exchange between trajectories was not taken

into account as a result of wnich the values for k will be overstated on trajectories

with a low degrde of burn-up and understated on tnwse with a nigh degree of

burn-up.

It should be noted that the small combustion tL...es (r -- 23 m see) justify this

assumption to some extent.

From the distribution of the drop dimensions, which directly gives the informa-

tion concerning the number of drops n, in i groups of drops of given initial diameter

D diamensionleis curves of the burn-up V or completeness of combustion for differento

values of the product ki were plotted (Fig. 3):

Sn, fi: -,'* x ,;,nDo1  , 2*-, 1; D1- h.r.(2

o (2)

.4 ________-

43'

L o L

t 3 4, .

Fig. 3. Burn-up A aa a function of k-r. Dav

equals: 881A (1); 110/1 (2); 108A (5); 45A' (4)

The actual values of r were detrirmined fro, the ratio

I(:02 -
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where [GO2 + CO] is the total percentage content according to the analysis of the

gases; [CO2 + C0Jmax is the maxixmnm possible coratent of these gases from stoichio-

metric calculation for the local values of a.

From the values of % the calculated value according to Eq. (2) and the actual

value according to (3), the value of the product kr can be obtained graphically.

Finally, from uhe known trajectory length and flight velocity of the drops the com-

bustion tiume r and the value of the burnine velocity constant are deteriained

k- ý ýT (4)

Experiments were carried out for a practically negligible degree of preliminary

vaporization along three trajectories: I-I, 150; I1-I, 300; and Il1-Il, 420 mlii

for different atomizers, centrifugal and pheumatic, giving a different fineness of

atouization (average diameter of drops Ma ) and macrodistribution. The total excess-av
air coefficient a was equal to 1; the temperature of the air at the inLput into the

combustion chamber was 20-25 ; the distance from the jet to the combustion chamber

was 450 aai±; and the air flow rate was 220 and 440 kg/hr, which corresponds to an

average flow velocity v = 3) and 65 m/sec. The open end of the combuzition chamber

was in contact with the atmosphere. The resulbs of the experiment are presented in

Table 1.

TABL. 1

Determination of Burning-
Velocity Constant

Type of atomnizer 'Trajec 4. .Me ;A.rls mr
..Ray ,u tory_ 1.sec

z .u"'/aec't. A.1i

Contrifugal 85 I--. , ., , ,
ii- ] .T_ !,. 3,1,u1 '1(1],:2

l i -- I l ',.1' I 17 i'S! 'A.ri ,

GCetrifugal. '. :,,1:.. II

• O .•lOI I -- li 3.i' ,• ,, V- ,,.3-,.'

4 ~Pneumatic I0I .
il -l - II . • ; = , '', '. u )

I- Lt - .':/ Ie

Centrifugal o5 [-- ,- !-'.(:12,
i) -- I I),5 I -,7s . - 1 .-;

liii-- iln ,-,.q, ]4 I'-,: ,l.¶,ii ; '( I" :
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As can be seen from Table 1, the burnina-velocity constants of the drops k for

D = 88-110A and v = 35 m/rsec lie within the limits 0.0052-0.0066 cm2/sec; the

average value out of ten measurements is 0.0059 cm2 /sec.

For 1) e 45M and v = 65 m/sec the valuesof k are essentially equals limits of

20.002-0.0038 and an average of 0.0030 cm /sec.

h;_2. Burnin Time of Homo-eneous k4xtuM es

7.; ____j IFor a comparison of the timue of total

1combustion of atomizes fuel and lomogeneous

___ _ _ mixtures experiments were conducted to

I I •determine this time for stoichiometric

do 25 50 75 0oo
-/h ea compositions. The results of the measure-

Fig. 4. Burning time rhe of homo- ments are presented in Fig. 4.

geneous mixtures at different flow
velocities v Djiscugsion of Results

The results of the experiments do not

permit us to judge the extent to which Eq. (1) is justified. This follows from an

analysis of the accuracy of the individual measurements. In particular, on account

of the r.eep rise ii, tle ccuicentretion [002 + 00] along the height of the section

(different r), an accuracy of tne order of Ž-3 ium would have been required for the

determination of the position of the trajectories along the height of the section,

ini order to determine the exponent of D with an accuracy to 1. :uch an accuracy

could not be achieved.

The values obtaiied for the constant k.. which characterize the absolute burning

velocity of fuel drops in a turbulent flow, allow us to make a comparison with the

numerous measurements that nave been made under model idealized conditions. Some

of these measurements have been collected in Table 2.

As can be seen, the value of k measured in our experiments for Day 88-ll~u

is 1.5 to 2 times lower than the values obtained for a single drop, but it coincides

with the data of corresponding experients with groups of drops of small [D], as well
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as large dimensions (when the distance between them is small) [6, 8j. The theoret-

ical conclusion that the turbulence of the medium and of the burning zone itself

cannot appreciably change the vaporization rate of fuel drops when D < LCVM, is, on

the whole, confirmed.

10 iThe complete combustion time r of

75 -2 drops of different dimension according to
75 • ..

Eq. (1) for k = 0.0059 cm /sec is presented
I

0 Hin Fig. 5. For a diffusion machanism the

or F i-I rate of cunbustion iu deteruined bý the

,-.33-•10 -rate of drop vaporization. As can be

0 CCO 80 f2O (50 g0o fCO' seen, for sufficiently fine drops the cown-

Fig. j. Combustion time rcd of bustion time id commensurate with the burn-

fuel crops of differeint diameters
D ing time of a homogeneous mrixture in ao

turbulent flame tongue rhO (Fig. 4) and

may even be less. hence it follows that in a turbulent flow the rate of vgporization

of these drops may exceed the rate of combustion of the vapor. For a flow velocity

v = 33 n/sec and D v= 88-11-0/ the condition r T r eri~es as soon as Do * 60'.

The data in Table I for v = 55 n/sec refer to those degrees of fineness of atomiza-

tion, for which the content of drops Do < 6 0M corresponded to 29% (Day 88/M), 0t;

(Day = 108A), and 12J% Da = 110A), i.e., generally small. It is therefore possible

to assume that toe values obtained for I refer to a diffusion combustion region,

when the combustion rate can be neglected, and the limiting stage is the fuel vapor-

ization, It was for this very case that the relatioaship (1) which we have used was

obtained.

In experiments with Dav = 4)when v = 65 m/sec.,the relationship -rd -1 rho

arises as soon as V _5CM. In this case alread.y .,1ore than half thu crops (57,i by

weight) have a dimension _50A9 itvich apparently led to a significant understatement

of the values obtained for k. For these drops the vaporization rate is higher than
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the vapor combustion rate, which indicates a transition from the diffusion rugion

to a region governed by the law of turbulent gas combustion, i.e., the laws of

kinetics and turbulence.

It should be noted here that since the burning zone around the drops is turbu-

lent, it is necessary to estimate this transition in accordance with the combustion

tiL.e of a hon.ogeneous mixture in a turbulent flame, and not on the basis of purely

kinetic data, as some authors have cone, e.g., in liefs. [10, LUJ.

Thus tae determinationL of k permits us not cnly to estimate the burning velocik,

but, when the value of The is known, to establish the critical drop diameters, above

and below which significantly different combustion laws come into effect.

Tae purpose of ti±is paper was to evaluate the burning-velocity constant k in a

turbulent flow, in order to compare it with its values in experiments with single

drops, as well as to compare the combustion tin.es of drops and homogeneous mixtures

for a determination of th- value of the critical drop diameter under the conditions

of the given experiment.

.Note that knowledge of the critical drop diameter is useful under any concrete

technical conditions of burning, siuce it permits us to judge the effect that a

change in the drop dimensiois has on, burning. Let u6 consider this in the case of

a diesel engine. Here in the presence of coarse atomization, when the drop diameter

is many tiaes greater than tht critical diameter, we can expect slow burning. Ln the

other aanxd, if the crop diameter is le66 than critical, reauction of the combustion

time by further reduction of the arop diameter is inpossible.

nith the aid of the data obtained it is possible to ii:ake a purely approximate

estii.'ate of tuis critical dzmen&ion. tor this purpose, it is necessary, above all,

to know the combustion-rate coL.stant k corresponding to the conditions in a diesel

engine. Using the value we nave obtained for k we shall introduce a correction, for

nigh air pressures and temperatures. The value of k in stationary air for a single

drop increases with an increase in pressure frorm I to 20 atm in proportion to a power

of 0.25 [2].
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TABLE 2

Experimental Values of Conibustion-Rate Constants

I ..... .L- xperiment al oondj~zl

2 [
k, cm /sec DO 1 tate of mediumI Other conditioone._

Diesel fuel

' ....7t. i"- -'JO i;tationary I I [I

Kerosene

+ -710C, flight 121.. i217,..-fl(, i .... -4')0 F~ a i~ ry! 2 2

Beazene of a single drop
Stationary

r•c :) [.,= - .f0 I

fd;!JI!. ';I, J-C:fO " 31

u, 2'_--0, (3 Lt- s.-.O F
u, o 13 I .1700) -".oo Blast

(.,'pC,--',,1:7 :, -.((0 '' O tati onl ry T -' 716O 8000, [
t ]

..... flight ofagoup [a]

Toluene of drops

,.-1.4I- .o Stat~i ona' y II]
0,0077 I 11 ',- 00o- 0 j .1 ]

Isooctane

I.o0695 151-0-1100 Stationary I I
n-heptane

t,0097 Sta-2000 ,tstionary , [11
0.0084 I 1500--Is00 " 1 1'|
0 , • I "0001 5 131
.0,0114 15oo-1800 Blast I '.J

I, - 39, 4 riqsec
-0,007-0,0157 1180 --209<0 Stat ionary !2 dropsdistance' -4)()--1470 11 161

Stationary 7'-70o---XO= 1/11-0,012--0,015 171
0,005 171
.0,010 - ! AcceL of thedrop. c Ii
-0,0127 - Stationary ,drop8 1 distanCe 181

.0,0077 - ldiops distance 181

.0,0047 0o 151
Cyo iohexane

,0,0066 1 0o 4tationary I ld
Propanol

0,0046 I 90 ]Stationary
01thyl alcohol

0,0104 - 6tationary 9drops, dist8Lce 0 si

""0,0063 - drnps, distance 1,9

0,0081 I,0. 2000 * I iii

0,010 Blast 121
r : . Itc , / e e c 2 rd s t i 6

(,;0.3--0,0091 a i1-+2090 •t in 2 drops, distar 4 16J

* Read from grspha
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The value of k also iucreaseal with increase in air temperature, although

apparently lea rapidl.. Thus, according to tne experiiiients, for large single drops

of diesel fuel at room tewperature k ; 0.0079 cu2 /secLlJ,Wbile at 6CO 0C k =~.0.01

cm 2/sc [41. ;ince tne temperature correction is apparently aiigh$, we shall not

introduce it into our approxinote calculation.

Tak]ing the value of the cou-pression pressure in a 4ie.e1 engine to be p = 30 atu;

and extrapolating the function obtaiued in [2J to this pressure, we find the value

lck O 0,O9&f '{,a - o.". 0,013S c.u 2 /aec

On the other nand, it is necessary to deterwine the conbustion tiae of a nearly

stoichioa.etric homogeneous i•;ixture. This was done with the aid of data at our

disposal and was partially published ii [12j.

It is aisible to T... Thc e the time of fast pressure rise durixig

combustioni. according to tn, indicator diaramsa correzoj; dini. to the proce56 of self-

irniitiox. of noiogeneoxs mixture.; as a result of coxapression. In tnis case for

hydrocaroon-air xtdxturei (for diesel t.pi fuels) under conditions of high temperature5

nud pressures tki values obtained for T., are of tnt order of a.3-1 1 sec. It is

possible to estimate rhc from schlieren i.ovie recordinL.s as tro time avriihg which

tue gas re..pis in the flame front, while the flaue propagates froaL a spbrk in

homuoeneous Lnixtures Thc = -T where uT is the propagation velocitý of the flame,

and b is tiie widt_• of the cun.buztion zone. In this case values of the of the order

of 1-2 msac are obtained. On the evera;e, rhc may be taken equal tc- 1 msec = 10-3

sec. By definition Tcd = for the critical drop diameter, so that we obtain

D-_ •-/- ki V'01,0138 -.1,-1 - O.,0037 i.r ; A-O,0 i.

If the estimatc has b,,;n ;,..wde i,.oru cr lLss ccrrcctl•, this nx.ans that an

aFpreciablo reduction of the combustion time for sniort ignition deleye (durinL the

coul'se ,f c;;, icih tie dirfensions of large drops rudn nlmioZt unch&nged) bý decreasinr

trt; drop d.a;..4ter Lelow f•j us practicall• ihpossibl,. -jince ... e corditions in our

ex-.•rzi~mnts 01. ti! dUt~erdiineticn of thi values of R are extremelj different from the

I~il IT -ý4 -ýLk / II-



Cuyihu.atiOI~ GonditionS in a diesel Oai~n~ie 8nd Since t~ho influence of -rtI~v.'I-'rjiarY

va-porizatI~on 0.ý. tu~ drcp dilameter w4as not tsken into account, the calculation per-

formned abc~vf is ý.:r%,y i ~isi~ in nature.

Because it is important to havo an idee of t~he possible mreans ef~ ourtruliilag

the Cý'Vsbu'tion procesa,, extensivo iigszt'ions of the valuzes of tnae burning-vtdocity

constant and tý.r burnia 6 tdiiie u.ndar different specific ecvnitioiks of i~naition cf

atomized. ri.l ýir ruquidreci.
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